
Age
5-11
years

Phizzi focus
Sound

Sound is an area of the primary curriculum that provides 
great opportunities for children to make cross-curricular 
connections between their learning of physics and music as 
well as making links between ideas about the human body 
and physics. This Phizzi focus includes inspiration, links 
and resources to put this area of the physics curriculum in 
the spotlight.

Investigating hearing in Key Stage 1 is a great opportunity to 
explore enquiry types. For example, children could investigate 
the scientific question “Does our hearing get worse when we 
get older?” by carrying out a pattern seeking enquiry to gather 
some simple data such as how many footsteps away people 
of different ages need to stand from a quiet data source to 
just hear it. This could even be an opportunity to use a simple 
sound measuring app to measure the volume of the sound 
that the different people are hearing; our Phizzi focus: using 
technology when working scientifically offers some advice on 
how to do this. This technology could also be used to make 
observations over time to find out “When is our classroom 
the noisiest?”.

When Year 1 children are learning about senses and hearing 
they could carry out an identifying and grouping enquiry. 

Scrutinising sounds
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Key Stage 1 ideas about hearing could be developed 
through a research enquiry exploring how our ideas 
about helping people hear have changed over time. 
Why not use the Ogden Research cards: Helping us 
hear to encourage guided reading linked to science? 
Children can make notes on their findings and 
develop writing around the theme to share their 
findings. Jeans for Genes have some great resources 
to support learning about people with hearing 
difficulties such as the video Ashley’s Story and their 
Sound Survey. 

In Key Stage 2, children can develop science 
understanding through reading by carrying out a 
research enquiry to find out how our ideas about 
sound have changed over time. Using the Research 
cards: sound children can find out about the ideas 
of a number of notable scientists through history, 
and how they worked scientifically to gather evidence 

Reading that resonates

Children wearing blindfolds begin by identifying 
mystery sounds; there are many sound effects 
websites where you can download free audio files 
of familiar sounds such as a plane taking off, a 
waterfall, rolling marbles or sawing wood. Once 
children have identified the sounds, they can then use 
Venn diagrams or Carroll diagrams to sort the sound 
sources into groups.

Children may also have scientific questions about 
hearing, which links their senses learning to ideas 
about animals. This could lead to a simple comparative test by answering 
question such as “Do bigger ears make animals hear better?”. Children can model different sized 
ears with paper cones and compare the furthest distance they can stand away from a quiet 
sound source. The BSA’s Sounds Like science resource is packed with ideas for other practical 
activities that could also be developed into simple comparative tests.

When children revisit ideas about sound in Key Stage 
2 they could build on their prior learning with a range 
of different pattern seeking enquiries such as the 
Royal Society’s Sound Circus resources created with 
Professor Brian Cox or by analysing data to explore 
the question “What is the loudest sound there has ever 
been?” using the Ogden Trust Ideas over time: loudest 
sounds timeline activity.



There is great opportunity for cross-curricular links 
between science and music when learning about hearing 
and sound, for example the Primary Science Teaching 
Trust has a resource called Growing Music where 
children apply their science ideas to grow bamboo as a 
material to make pan pipes that can be used in music 
lessons. The European project ENGINEER resources 
Music to the ears shows an alternative method of 
making musical instruments and Barefoot Computing 
demonstrates how computing could be linked to 
projects on sound and music with their Classroom 
Sound Monitor resource.

Perhaps children could lead their own whole school 
assembly to share their learning about hearing and 
sound? The Association for Science Education resource 
Assembly on Sound suggests how this could be 
organised.

Making music

to support their ideas. Children can develop note making skills, work collaboratively to share 
research and then report their findings in a chronological report. They will learn about how 
Colladon and Sturm invented the hydrophone to measure the speed of sound in water and could 
take this further by making their own using the Phizzi practical: make a hydrophone instructions.



Sounds all Around by Susan Hughes

Charlie the Crow by Elly Gedye

Super Hearing by Jennifer Whitehead

The Senses: Hearing (Science in Action) by Sally Hewitt

Sound: Let’s Investigate (Essentials Key Stage 2) by Ruth Owen

Sound by Georgia Amson-Bradshaw

Anatomicum by Jennifer Paxton

Operation Ouch!: The HuManual by Ben Alcomb et al. 

Kay’s Anatomy: A Complete (and Completely Disgusting)     
Guide to the Human Body by Adam Kay

EYFS / KS1 

• Moses Goes to a Concert by Isaac Millman

• Peace at Last by Jill Murphy

• Ranvir Cannot Hear by Genevieve Yusuf

• Zin! Zin! Zin! Violin by Lloyd Moss

• Sounds all Around by Wendy Pfeffer

Booklist 

The books on this list were recommended by
David Gregory, KS2 class teacher at Newsham Primary School.


